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vehicle that evolved in support of this transition was a set of four
NAPs (i.e., MAE-East, Sprint NAP, PacBell NAP, and Ameritech
NAP) that acted as connection points for the commercial carriers
that were vying for offering backbone services (e.g., MCInet, Sprintlink, AGIS) and ensured that the network would remain connected
at the top level once the NSFNET was retired.
Over the past 15 years, as the Internet grew by leaps and bounds
by any imaginable metric, the original four NAPs were replaced by
a steadily increasing number of modern IXPs. Originally providing
largely just the bare necessities for supporting easy interconnection
between their member ASes (e.g., physical space, caches, cabling,
power, A/C, or secure access), IXPs themselves have evolved over
time. Numbering now more than 300 worldwide [18], many of
these IXPs are offering an array of different services that rely on
advances in networking technology (e.g., VLANs or MPLS), exploit
existing routing protocols in innovative ways (e.g., use of BGP for
prefix-specific peering), or provide the economic incentives for an
ever-increasing number of networks to join as paying members (e.g.,
remote peering offerings, support for IXP resellers).
In fact, large IXPs such as AMS-IX, situated in Amsterdam, and
DE-CIX, in Frankfurt, offer high-end Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) to their members that cover not only the initial provisioning
and daily availability of a member’s port(s) but also the level of
performance of key service parameters. Such innovation on parts of
the IXPs has enabled them to compete more directly with the traditional carriers and has led to today’s environment where some of the
largest IXPs worldwide (e.g., AMS-IX, DE-CIX, LINX, MSK-IX)
reportedly carry on a daily basis similar amounts of traffic as some
large ISPs (e.g., AT&T, Deutsche Telekom1 ). The traffic volumes at
those IXPs are generated by some 300-500 networks that cover the
whole spectrum of players in today’s Internet marketplace. While
there may be regional differences in how extensive in coverage
or aggressive in the uptake of new members IXPs are, the critical
role they have played in the Internet ecosystem has until recently
gone largely unnoticed by the research community whose focus has
traditionally been on large carriers and large content.
This paper reports on a first-of-its-kind measurement-based study
of a large IXP and complements a body of existing literature that
has focused squarely on large carriers or large content. To this end,
we analyze a unique dataset consisting of nine months’ worth of
anonymized sFlow records that were collected at one of the largest
IXPs in Europe, and worldwide, in 2011. We present our dataset,
describe our data analysis and illustrate how our observations and
findings contribute to an improved understanding of

The largest IXPs carry on a daily basis traffic volumes in the petabyte
range, similar to what some of the largest global ISPs reportedly
handle. This little-known fact is due to a few hundreds of member
ASes exchanging traffic with one another over the IXP’s infrastructure. This paper reports on a first-of-its-kind and in-depth analysis
of one of the largest IXPs worldwide based on nine months’ worth
of sFlow records collected at that IXP in 2011.
A main finding of our study is that the number of actual peering
links at this single IXP exceeds the number of total AS links of the
peer-peer type in the entire Internet known as of 2010! To explain
such a surprisingly rich peering fabric, we examine in detail this
IXP’s ecosystem and highlight the diversity of networks that are
members at this IXP and connect there with other member ASes for
reasons that are similarly diverse, but can be partially inferred from
their business types and observed traffic patterns. In the process, we
investigate this IXP’s traffic matrix and illustrate what its temporal
and structural properties can tell us about the member ASes that
generated the traffic in the first place. While our results suggest
that these large IXPs can be viewed as a microcosm of the Internet
ecosystem itself, they also argue for a re-assessment of the mental
picture that our community has about this ecosystem.
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INTRODUCTION

The basic role of Internet eXchange Points (IXPs) dates back
to the establishment of Network Access Points (NAPs) as part of
the decommissioning of the National Science Foundation Network
(NSFNET) around 1994/95, a carefully orchestrated plan for transitioning the NSFNET backbone service to private industry. The
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AT&T reports carrying 28.9 petabytes of data traffic on an average
business day [2], Deutsche Telekom reports 422 petabytes per month
corresponding to 14 petabytes per day on average [13].
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• the AS-level Internet; that is, the structure and dynamics of
the Internet as a network of networks or ASes;
• the Internet peering ecosystem; that is, the practices and economic incentives that drive the market for Internet interconnection and peering between ASes; and
• the Internet inter-domain traffic; that is, the quantity and
quality of the traffic exchanged among ASes.

Our third contribution is motivated by the existing large body
of literature on traffic engineering for ISPs that relies critically on
understanding how routing policies internal and external to the ISP
affect the traffic flow over the ISP’s infrastructure and ultimately
result in what is commonly referred to as the ISP’s intra-domain
traffic matrix. In contrast to large ISPs, an IXP’s infrastructure as
well as the logical connectivity and routing at an IXP are significantly less complex and make it relatively easy to compute an IXP’s
traffic matrix and use it as a key input to IXP-specific methods in
support of an efficient and effective management and operation of its
infrastructure in a dynamic IXP marketplace. Despite the significant
amount of traffic that the largest IXPs carry, especially when compared to the largest global ISPs, we are not aware of any research
paper that provides an even remotely realistic picture of the traffic
traversing an IXP. To fill this void, this paper is the first to obtain
and characterize the traffic matrix of one of the largest IXPs, with
a particular focus on traffic variability and dependency over time
and in space (i.e., across ASes), and application mix. Knowledge
of an IXP’s traffic matrix and its properties in conjunction with
emerging new routing strategies at IXPs is critical for exploring
what-if scenarios that an IXP may want to run before announcing
new services, encouraging members to send more traffic through
the IXP, or for deciding when to upgrade its infrastructure and how.
The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2, we provide information about the large European IXP
that we study and discuss the available sFlow records. Using this
data, we examine in Section 3 the IXP’s peering fabric and contrast
our findings with results that rely exclusively on data that have been
collected without the active participation of the IXP. Studying the
members at this IXP as well as how and why they connect to other
member ASes, we provide in Section 4 a detailed account of this
IXP’s ecosystem. In Section 5, we focus on the IXP’s traffic matrix
and report on some of its key characteristics. We elaborate on some
of the implications of our findings and the new challenges they pose
in Section 6, discuss related work in Section 7, and conclude in
Section 8 with a summary of our main findings.

Specifically, the main contributions of our work fall into three
categories. First, we show that this large IXP exhibits a surprisingly
rich peering fabric in support of the many business objectives of its
members. In particular, in terms of AS links of the peer-peer type
that are typically established among member AS pairs we show that
this IXP has close to 400 members which have established some
67 % (or more than 50,000) of all possible such peerings and use
them for exchanging some 10 PB of IP traffic daily. To put this
number in perspective, note that as of 2010, the number of inferred
AS links of the peer-peer type in the Internet was reported to be
around 40,000 – less than what we observe at this particular IXP
alone!
To explain this startling difference between the number of peerings observed at this IXP (i.e., ground truth) and the number of
known peer-peer AS links Internet-wide, we show which portion of
the IXP’s actual peering matrix is and is not visible when relying
on the publicly available BGP data that has formed the basis for
much of the past and recent work on inferring the Internet’s ASlevel connectivity. To further highlight this issue, we illustrate why
a large portion of this IXP’s actual peering matrix remains invisible
even to measurement efforts that go beyond the current state-ofthe-art, either with respect to BGP-derived data or traceroute-based
measurements, or a combination of the two. By combining our
finding of an enormously rich peering fabric among the members
of this IXP with an accurate picture of their upstream connectivity
(i.e., customer-provider relationships) that is reportedly quite accurate [11, 38], we are able to reconcile the traditionally-assumed
hierarchical structure of the Internet with recent claims about a flattening of that structure. Indeed, while the traditional tier-structure
of the Internet is still recognizable and can be largely recovered,
the observed rich peering fabric at this IXP enables connectivity
among networks of all different types and is essentially agnostic
of any tier structure. Thus, at least as far as connectivity for the
part of the Internet that involves this IXP is concerned, the observed
IXP-related peerings provide a myriad of shortcuts and essentially
complement any perceived or real hierarchical structure. Note that
this realization of a much more elaborate interconnect structure than
previously assumed says nothing about how these existing peering
links are used to carry traffic.
To address the issue of how much and what type of traffic is
traversing this IXP’s infrastructure via public peering links, our
second main contribution consists of an in-depth analysis of the
available sFlow records. By examining the members of this large
IXP and with which other members they peer and exchange traffic
with, we highlight that large IXPs are a microcosm of the Internet
as a whole in terms of types of networks, business relationships,
or traffic. We observe various types of networks, from tier-1 to regional and local ISPs, large/medium/small content, host and service
providers, content distribution networks (CDN), and a spectrum of
academic and enterprise networks. With which other networks these
networks establish peering connections at this IXP and exchange
what type of traffic has nothing to do with their standing within the
traditionally-assumed tier structure, but is largely dictated by economic considerations and business objectives and reflects a wealth
of reasons and incentives for why the different types of networks
make use of the various service offerings at this IXP.

2.

A LARGE EUROPEAN IXP

In this section, we provide a high-level overview of the infrastructure and operations of a large European IXP. We discuss the data
that we obtained from this IXP, and present some basic facts about
the member ASes of this IXP and about its overall traffic.

2.1

IXP overview

The main business model of an IXP is to operate and manage a
physical infrastructure in support of public and private Internet interconnection. In this paper, we focus on the public part of an IXP’s
infrastructure where the IXP’s revenues derive mainly from selling
network interfaces or ports to customer networks (i.e., ASes) and
supporting different types of interconnection arrangements. Such
customer networks are referred to as member ASes. A member AS
has the advantage to gain network connectivity to all other members
of the IXP. However, interconnection arrangements reflect bi-lateral
agreements2 between a pair of member ASes, and these networks
may want to impose certain conditions to ensure that they connect
only to certain other networks or connect with them in ways that
reflect their business model and support their market strategies.
What makes the IXP substrate of the Internet (i.e., the IXPs,
their member ASes, and the peerings among these member ASes
at those IXPs) such a vibrant marketplace is that the incentives for
2
For the purposes of this paper, we view multi-lateral peering agreements as a collection of bi-lateral peering agreements.
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Figure 1: IXP architecture and traffic statistics for the Nov/Dec week.
networks to become members at such public peering platforms are
as diverse as the growing number of increasingly diverse ASes. For
example, a CDN interested in optimizing its performance while
keeping its cost low might want to choose an open peering policy
to encourage direct and settlement-free traffic exchange at an IXP
with as many networks as possible. On the other hand, large ISPs
are likely to be interested in establishing peering relationships with
other ISPs of about the same size. To achieve this objective, they
may want to base their peering decision on a selective peering policy
that allows them to deny peering with small ISPs, thus retaining
them as paying customers in customer-provider type interconnection
arrangements that are more lucrative. Transit networks have yet
different objectives for using an IXP – they look at an IXP as a point
of sale of their upstream connectivity offerings. In general, the larger
the number of member ASes at an IXP, the more attractive that IXP
is as a peering platform. This explains to a large degree the high
level of innovation that the IXP marketplace has experienced in the
process of becoming a vital component of the Internet ecosystem.

2.2

Table 1: Overview of IXPs sFlow dataset.
Apr 25 Aug 22 Oct 10 Nov 28
May 1 Aug 28 Oct 16 Dec 4
Identified member ASes
358
375
383
396
Router IPs
426
445
455
474
MAC addresses
428
448
458
474
Tier-1
13
13
13
13
Tier-2
281
292
297
306
Leaf
64
70
73
77
Countries of member ASes
43
44
45
47
Continents of member ASes
3
3
3
3
Average packet rate (Mpps)
142
150
166
174
Average bandwidth (Gbps)
838
863
954
992
Daily avg volume (PB)
9.0
9.3
10.3
10.7

IXP’s infrastructure, there may exist a bias toward such flows that
traverse multiple sampling points. When counting the number of
different sFlow probes that capture packets exchanged between the
same pair of member router interfaces (MAC addresses), we found
that more than 99 % of these flows were only sampled by a single
probe, providing hard evidence that our data is not corrupted by this
sampling bias. As for immaterial traffic, we filtered out all traffic
contributed by the IXP’s management machines (e.g., route servers)
as well as broadcast and multicast traffic, except for ARP packets.
Finally, we also eliminated all IPv6 traffic as it constitutes less than
1 % of the overall traffic (in bytes or packets) at this IXP.

IXP infrastructure and data

Figure 1(a) illustrates a high-level overview of the architecture of
our IXP. Although complex to maintain and scale, the infrastructure
of this large IXP is typical of large IXPs in general, and the IXP’s
operation can be described in simple terms. The IXP provides a
layer-2 switching fabric and each of the member ASes connects its
access router to that switching fabric. When a pair of member ASes
decides to peer at the IXP, they establish a BGP session between
their access routers which, in turn, enables the exchange of IP traffic
over this peering link across the IXP’s infrastructure.
The volume and properties of the traffic exchanged at an IXP
depend on the number of member ASes, the location and scope
of the activities of the IXP, the IXP’s service offerings, and if the
IXP operates for profit or as a non-profit organization [18]. In this
paper, we consider the traffic that is exchanged over the public peering fabric supported by the switching infrastructure of the IXP. In
particular, for this study, we rely on nine months’ worth of continuous sFlow [47] records that were collected in 2011 at the IXP’s
infrastructure using a random sampling of 1 out of 16k packets. Our
sFlow records capture the first 128 bytes of each sampled packet,
thus giving us access to the IP and TCP headers. The sFlow capturing process includes an anonymization step in which IP addresses
are scrambled while maintaining prefix consistency [19].
The efforts we made to assess the quality of the available sFlow
records included checking for sampling bias and identifying and
filtering out less than 1 % of the total traffic that was immaterial
for our study. For example, since sFlow sampling is performed
simultaneously and independently by multiple switches within the

2.3

IXPs: A moving target

Studying one of the largest IXPs means chasing a moving target.
Large IXPs present a changing environment, with a number of
different dynamic factors acting on different time scales. Over
large time scales (i.e., annual or monthly), there are changes due
to new IXP policies. On more medium time scales (i.e., weekly),
there is churn in IXP membership (e.g., new members join, but
there are also potential departures from the IXP associated with
mergers and acquisitions), number of switch ports, and peerings
(e.g., new peerings are established, de-peerings, or peering changes
such as switching from a public peering arrangement to a private
peering). On small time scales (e.g., daily or hourly and below),
traffic variations are the main cause for changing IXP conditions.
To address this aspect, instead of analyzing the entire nine months
of essentially uninterrupted sFlow measurements from our IXP, we
selected four one week-long periods during late April, late August,
mid-October, and late November/early December of 2011. We
selected weekly periods based on the fact that the AS membership
at our IXP was by and large stable during the course of a week. At
the same time, choosing four one week-long periods from the nine
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months long sFlow measurements results in four snapshots that – as
seen from Table 1 – capture some of the churn that our IXP faces
on the medium to large time scales. In particular, we note a steady
increase in the number of members of our IXP and in the traffic
volume they generated during the nine months long measurement
period. How these and other changes manifest themselves in the
IXP’s peering fabric and its use is the theme of the next sections.
In the rest of this paper, we use the Nov/Dec data to illustrate our
main findings. Where appropriate, we also include the results for
the data of the other three weeks. Overall, we find that their analysis
is consistent with the results we report here for the Nov/Dec data.
In addition, we also spot-checked our results against a number of
additional one week-long data and found no inconsistencies.

2.4

for most of the total traffic volume. Rows 9, 10, and 11 in Table 1
provide information about the total traffic volume for each of the
four weeks considered, namely the average packets per second,
average bits per second, and average daily volume.
Not surprisingly, when breaking down the total traffic volume that
traverses the IXP by member AS, we observe a skewed distribution,
irrespective of whether we consider sent or received bytes. Indeed,
less than 3 % of the member ASes were responsible for about 30 %
of the total traffic and less than 30 % of the member ASes were
responsible for close to 90 % of the traffic in the Nov/Dec week.
Especially noteworthy is that while all tier-1 ISPs are members at
this IXP and, with one exception, do exchange traffic over the IXP’s
public peering infrastructure, contrary to other parts of the Internet,
they contribute relatively little to the total traffic volume, presumably
because their high volume traffic travels over private peering links
supported by the non-public part of this IXP’s infrastructure. At
the same time, the observed link load of public peerings involving
tier-1 ISPs at this IXP was typically higher than average and causes
some of those tier-1 ISPs to be included in the 30 % of members
that generated close to 90 % of the total traffic volume.
Lastly, an added benefit of working with sFlow records is that it
enabled us to examine the IXP traffic by applications. To this end,
we separated the ICMP from the TCP and UDP packet samples by
looking at their protocol field, and (when possible) associated the
TCP and UDP packet samples with an application by looking at
their source and destination port numbers and relying on the publicly
available lists of port numbers used by the most popular applications.
Figure 1(c) shows the application mix for the Nov/Dec week. While
this straightforward approach cannot account for roughly 35 % of
the bytes, we clearly see that HTTP is the most dominant application,
accounting for more than 50 % of the bytes. This observation is
consistent with recent reports from inter-AS traffic studies [28] and
measurements of residential networks [30]. The next most popular
applications are RTMP, HTTPS, and NNTP, the last of which has
been reported to be used as a file sharing alternative [26].

Membership and traffic statistics

To identify the active member ASes at our IXP during a given
time period, we had to determine between which member ASes an
observed IP packet is being forwarded. To this end, we relied on
layer-2 information (i.e., MAC addresses) since the IP addresses in
the header of the observed packets were those of the communication
endpoints, not the routers on the path. We mapped MAC addresses
to router IP addresses and their respective AS numbers by combining
link-layer information from sampled ARP packets with routing data
obtained from a publicly available looking glass at the IXP. This
allowed us to identify 98 % of the members’ routers. In the end, we
succeeded in determining for more than 99 % of all observed sFlow
packet samples their respective originating and receiving member
ASes and as a result, we were able to identify for each week more
than 350 AS members, each using between one and three logical
router interfaces (see the first three rows in Table 1). The remaining
less than 1 % of the exchanged traffic volume consists of IPv6 traffic
and traffic that we could not associate with any member AS.
Being able to identify the IXP’s members for a given time period,
we examined next the member ASes of the IXP in each of the
four weeks in more detail and report in rows 4 to 8 in Table 1
overall information about their tier level, country and continent. We
considered the networks listed in Renesys “baker’s dozen” [41] to
be tier-1 ISPs and used the AS rank data provided by CAIDA [5]
to classify the remaining members as tier-2 or leaf networks3 . To
this end, we classified a member AS as a tier-2 network iff it has
both provider as well as customer ASes and as a leaf network iff it
has only provider ASes. Based on this straightforward classification
scheme that is largely agnostic to network specifics such as business,
size, or traffic, we observed that irrespective of the considered time
period, the vast majority of members of the IXP are tier-2 networks.
At the same time, all the tier-1 ISPs in Renesys “baker’s dozen” list
are members of our IXP. To determine the country and continent
of each member AS, we relied on the country code field that can
be found in the AS’s whois data. While the IXP members are from
more than 40 countries in three continents, most of the member
ASes are part of the European Internet scene. To highlight the
geographic concentration even more, a majority of those European
member ASes offer services in the same country in which our IXP
is situated.
Figure 1(b) shows that for the Nov/Dec week, the total daily traffic
volume generated by the member ASes and exchanged over the
IXP’s public switching infrastructure was in the petabyte range and
followed a pronounced time-of-day pattern that is well-synchronized
with the daily business or user activities in the country where our
IXP is situated. In agreement with the observed tier-membership
of the IXP’s member ASes, the tier-2 networks were responsible

3.

AN IXP-CENTRIC VIEW OF AS-LEVEL
CONNECTIVITY

The logical construct known as the AS-level Internet where nodes
represent ASes and links denote AS relationships has no room for
directly accounting for physical and geographically well-defined
components of the Internet’s infrastructure such as IXPs. As a result, an IXP’s public peering fabric; i.e., the set of (bi-directional)
AS relationships of the peer-peer type (P-P links4 , for short) that
exist among pairs of member ASes of the IXP and express routing policies in support of settlement-free traffic exchange among
pairs of members over the IXP’s public infrastructure is not directly
discernible and has received little attention in the past [3]. In this
section, we rely on sFlow records from our IXP to obtain the ground
truth of this IXP’s public peering fabric. We call the compact description that summarizes which member AS is publicly peering
with which other member ASes at this IXP the IXP’s peering matrix.
We then contrast this actual peering matrix with its counterparts
derived from analyzing various BGP and traceroute datasets that
have been used in the past for inferring AS-level connectivity and
generating inferred AS-level maps of the Internet.

4
We are aware that the two parties of a bi-lateral peering agreement
are free to (mis)use it as they see fit, e.g., as a customer-provider
link. However, it is commonly assumed that most links at IXPs are
of the peer-peer type [36, 50]. This has been confirmed by the IXP
operator and is supported by our findings in Section 4.2 and 4.4.

3
In this paper, we decided against using the terms tier-3 and stub
because of the different possible interpretations of their meaning.
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3.1

Peering fabric seen from within the IXP

Table 2: Overview of routing and looking glass datasets for
November. The numbers show P-P links.
Unique Visible
only in
Dataset
LGs / ASN
links this dataset
RV
78
5,336
1,084
RIPE
319 10,913
5,460
NP
723
3,419
684
RV+RIPE+NP
997 13,051
10,472
LG
821 / 148
4,892
2,313
RV+RIPE+NP+LG
1,070 15,364
15,364

According to a commonly-used definition, two ASes are connected (at a particular time) in the logical AS graph if they can
exchange routing information directly, i.e., without the help of an
intermediary AS that provides transit, presumably for the purpose
of exchanging IP traffic. In the case of our IXP where we know its
topology (mapping of MAC and IP addresses to member ASes) and
have access to its sFlow records, we use a more pragmatic definition and say that there exists a P-P link between a pair of member
ASes if – during a given period of time – we see IP traffic being
exchanged between these two member ASes over the IXP’s public
infrastructure. This pragmatic definition expresses our intention to
focus on those P-P links of the IXP’s peering fabric that matter;
that is, carry actual IP traffic, e.g., BGP packets only in the case of
backup links or IP packets generated by genuine application-level
traffic. We call the thus-defined peering matrix the “ground truth”
for our IXP as it provides the most useful and complete information
about the actual status of the peerings between its member ASes.
After filtering the Nov/Dec sFlow records as described in Section 2 and analyzing the resulting traffic, we found that out of a total
of 396 × 395 / 2 = 78,210 (bi-directional) P-P links that the 396
IXP member ASes could potentially establish at the IXP in that time
period, more than 50,000 P-P links were actually established and
were used to exchange IP traffic. This corresponds to a “peering
rate” at our IXP or a “fill degree” of this IXP’s (symmetric) peering
matrix of about 67 %, meaning that on average, each member AS
exchanges IP traffic over the IXP’s public infrastructure with some
270 other member ASes. In total, the observed ground truth of
this IXP’s peering fabric with its more than 50,000 active P-P links
is responsible for about 10 PB of traffic that traverses this IXP’s
public infrastructure daily. Next, we examine how well this IXP’s
actual peering matrix can be replicated when instead of relying on
IXP-provided sFlow records, we are limited by measurements that
do not involve the IXP and are obtained from outside the IXP.

3.2
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Figure 2: Peering links and visibility in control/data plane (normalized by number of detected P-P links).

of this recent campaign and consists of all inferred P-P links that
involve our IXP and have an associated high confidence level of
representing actual P-P links at our IXP (see [3] for details).
To systematically examine which P-P links at our IXP can and
which cannot be discovered with the help of which IXP-external
datasets, we classify these links into three categories. A visible P-P
link is a P-P link that is observed both in the IXP-provided sFlow
records and the IXP-external datasets (e.g., BGP or traceroute data).
A P-P link is called an invisible P-P link if it is visible from the IXPprovided traffic data (i.e., IP packets traverse the link), but not visible
from the IXP-external datasets. Lastly, a cannot-tell P-P link is a PP link that is visible in BGP data but no traffic exchange is observed
between the two member ASes in question from our IXP-provided
data. This scenario is typical for private peering arrangements
supported by the IXP’s non-public infrastructure, but could also
arise in those rare situations where a peering is not established at
the IXP, or simply not visible in the traffic due to packet sampling.
Note that the visible and invisible P-P links add up to the more
than 50,000 P-P links that constitute the ground truth of our IXP’s
peering fabric. Furthermore, since the cannot-tell P-P links cannot
be seen from the IXP-provided data, they are not a subset of either
the visible or invisible peerings.
Using each of the IXP-external datasets, separately and in different combinations, Table 2 gives (i) the total number of visible
P-P links that can be seen from the different IXP-external data and
(ii) the number of unique visible P-P links; that is, those P-P links
that can only be seen from exactly one of the IXP-external datasets.
When compared to the ground truth, we see that each of the IXPexternal datasets misses the vast majority of the observed links, and
even when pooling all this available control- and data-plane information, we can still only account for a limited fraction of this IXP’s
actual peering fabric. A more detailed account of our findings is
provided in Figure 2 and illustrates the breakdown of the P-P links
into the three different categories of P-P links introduced above. We
observe that even when relying on all the available datasets, about
70 % of the P-P links at this IXP remain invisible.

Peering fabric seen from outside the IXP

In the past, BGP routing information (i.e., control-plane data)
as well as traceroute measurements (i.e., data-plane information)
have been widely used to analyze the structure and evolution of the
AS-level Internet. Access to our IXP’s actual peering fabric gives us
a unique opportunity to evaluate how the various inferred peering
matrices for this IXP that result from relying on these different
IXP-external datasets compare to the IXP’s ground truth.
In terms of BGP routing information, we relied on two wellknown sources, i.e., Route-Views (RV) [45] and RIPE NCC (RIPE)
[42], and on a non-public dataset (NP). For RV and RIPE, we relied on all their available route collectors, and used both BGP table
dumps and updates from the same period when the Nov/Dec sFlow
records were collected. NP consists of BGP dumps collected from
about 70 routers worldwide which receive BGP information from
724 different ASes also covering the full week. Table 2 provides details about the total number of ASes from which the various datasets
obtained BGP data and shows that despite varying significantly in
magnitude, the three datasets are by and large complementary and
contain routing information from almost 1,000 different ASes.
With respect to traceroute measurements, we used a dataset that resulted from a re-run of the targeted traceroute experiment described
in [3]. This experiment was especially designed with the goal of
discovering P-P links at IXPs and relied critically on the availability
of publicly available traceroute-enabled looking glass (LG) servers
throughout the Internet. The re-run was performed during Nov/Dec
of 2011 using an updated list of available LG servers. The dataset
we considered is derived from all traceroute probes launched as part

3.3

Some food for thought

A survey of the recent literature on measuring the AS-level Internet shows that as of late 2009, the total number of P-P links in
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Section 3, and various aspects of the traffic that is exchanged among
the IXP’s member ASes over this peering fabric.

Visible
Invisible

RIPE
NP

4.1

RV+RIPE+NP

We have already noted that the traditional classification of networks into tiers says little about the nature and nothing about the
business types of the networks that are members at this IXP (see
Section 2). Unfortunately, there is no readily available dataset which
lets us determine the business type(s) of each member AS. Therefore, we manually examined the information available on each of the
member ASes’ web sites and present in Figure 4(a) their business
type(s). Clearly, the business model of the member ASes differ
significantly, and it is not uncommon to encounter member ASes
that are in multiple business types. Focusing on their main business
type, we further classified each of the member ASes as a large ISP
(LISP), small ISP (SISP), hosting/service and content distribution
network (HCDN), and an academic and enterprise network (AEN).
A large ISP is providing transit, connectivity, eyeball access and
additional services such as hosting or even content distribution. A
small ISP is an access provider and may also provide transit services.
Hosting and service providers are hosting content, either indirectly
through providing web-space or rack-space to actual creators of
content, or as content owners. Some of them also provide special
services such as DNS. The AEN category comprises all networks
that are solely used to connect enterprises and universities.
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Figure 3: Peering traffic and visibility in control/data plane
(normalized by total traffic volume).

the entire Internet was estimated to be in the 35,000-45,000 range.
The low end of this range results from adding to the 15,000-20,000
P-P links reported in [16] the roughly 20,000 new P-P links that
were discovered in [3] and passed very strict validation criteria. The
high end of this range is reported by Chen et al. [11] who used less
stringent criteria for validating newly detected P-P links. In stark
contrast to these recent estimates, our above analysis shows that
the more than 50,000 P-P links that we encountered in this single
large European IXP exceed the total number of P-P links assumed
to exist Internet-wide. In view of arguments that suggest that many
of these P-P links at IXPs are not critical in topology inference [53]
or for understanding the evolution of the Internet, for example due
to their possible role as backup links [16], we use again our IXP
as an example. We show in Figure 3 the fraction of the total traffic traversing the IXP infrastructure that would not be accounted
for if we only knew about the visible links; that is, the P-P links
whose existence at this IXP can be inferred from the various BGP or
traceroute data. Figure 3 shows that when using these IXP-external
datasets individually to infer the visible links, each of them misses
between 56–78 % of the total traffic (in bytes or packets) handled by
this IXP. Even when pooling all the IXP-external datasets, close to
half of the total traffic would be missed, due to the large number of
P-P links that are not seen. Therefore, trying to gain insight into the
economic incentives and business reasons of the various member
ASes of this IXP for establishing the encountered peering fabric
would be very hard knowing the visible peerings only.
Table 2 and Figure 2 show why efforts to unveil the peering fabric
at this IXP (or others) by using publicly available or even privately
collected BGP data or relying on measurements obtained from carefully designed traceroute experiments are essentially doomed. The
main reason is the well-known problem of vantage points [44]. On
the one hand, as shown in [38], the locations within the AS-level
Internet of the monitors traditionally used to collect the widely-used
BGP data provide a relatively accurate picture of the Internet ASlevel connectivity as far as AS links of the customer-provider type
are concerned, reportedly missing less than 11,000 out of a total of
about 94,000 of such links Internet-wide [11]. On the other hand,
these monitors have hardly any visibility into the Internet’s IXP
substrate consisting of the various IXPs, their member ASes and the
P-P links among them at those IXPs [37] and thus miss the majority
of those links. At the same time, even when trying to use traceroute
measurements and launch probes from LG servers close to an IXP to
a target in an AS “on the other side” of the IXP, due to AS-specific
routing policies, there is no guarantee that the probes traverse the
IXP and improve the discovery of P-P links at the IXP.

4.

Member ASes

4.2

Peering

For each of our IXP’s member ASes, Figure 4(b) shows the
number of its P-P links; that is, the number of other members with
which it peers at this IXP. The member ASes are ordered (x-axis)
according to our classification as introduced in Section 2 (i.e., tier1, tier-2, and leaf networks), with no particular order within the
resulting groups. Figure 4(b) reveals an enormous diversity with
respect to the number of peers – some member ASes peer only with
a few other members, while others peer with almost all of them. In
particular, we see that the tier-1 ISPs have a small number of P-P
links, typically peering with less than 25 % of all member ASes.
This observation is consistent with their stated intention of offering
only restrictive peering (e.g., on peeringDB [39], on the IXPs web
site, or on the companies’ web sites). Tier-1 ISPs apparently use
the IXP, among other reasons, to augment their existing peerings,
but need to do this with care because most other member ASes are
either transit customers or potential transit customer for them.
Non-tier-1 members typically peer with a large number of other
members, with about 71 % of the tier-2 and leaf member ASes
peering with at least 70 % of the other members. Among the tier-2
and leaf networks (more than 96 % of the members), there are less
than 10 % which peer with less than 25 % of all members. Tier-2 and
leaf member ASes usually have an open peering policy, meaning that
when asked what they look for in a peering, their answers are mainly
performance and reducing transit costs. Some prefer selective over
open peering policies, especially if setting some standards for a
potential peer’s network in terms of criteria such as traffic exchange
ratio, geographic scope, backbone capacity, or traffic volume is in
their interest. We find that most member ASes at this IXP use open
peering policies and peer massively with other members. However,
we also encounter ASes with open peering policies that do not
peer with that many other members. Possible reasons for their low
peering rate are when they joined the IXP, if they offer desirable
content or if they provide Internet access to a significant number of
eyeballs.
Figure 4(b) also shows a classification of the member ASes in
the four business categories defined above: LISP, SISP, HCDN, and

DIVERSITY OF THE IXP ECOSYSTEM

In this section, we take a closer look at our IXP’s ecosystem;
that is, its member ASes, the rich peering fabric we described in
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Figure 4: Diversity in members: business type, number of peerings, and application mix exemplified by web-traffic.
AEN. Based on this classification, we find that in the LISP group,
the member ASes with a small number of peerings are the tier-1
ISPs and those ISPs with a selective peering policy. In the HCDN
group, the networks with a few peerings include some of the large
players, but also small hosting providers (e.g., for banks or online
games). The picture is less clear for the SISP group. In general, the
observed large number of member ASes that have a large number
of peers at this IXP is testimony for the ease with which member
ASes can peer at this (and other) IXP. In fact, the findings of a recent
survey [50] provide compelling reasons – some 99 % of the surveyed
peerings were a result of “handshake” agreements (with symmetric
terms) rather than formal contracts, and an apparent prevalence of
multi-lateral peering agreements; that is, the exchange of customer
routes within groups of more than two parties.

4.3

incoming traffic, while the opposite is true for LISPs and SISPs.
However, there are various exceptions to this rule, and we find
HCDNs with significantly more incoming than outgoing traffic and
LISPs and SISPs where the opposite holds true. Note that despite
the significant diversity in the ratio of incoming and outgoing traffic,
more than half of the member ASes that send most of the traffic also
receive most of the traffic. Indeed, there is a 50 % overlap among
the top 50 member ASes according to bytes sent and the top 50
member ASes according to bytes received.
We can also examine how similar or dissimilar the overall application mix (see Section 2) is across all the IXP member ASes.
For example, when computing for each member AS the fraction
of HTTP/HTTPS traffic relative to the total number of bytes sent
and received, we find in Figure 4(c) that this application mix differs
significantly across the member ASes and follows almost a uniform
distribution, indicating that without additional information, it would
be difficult to predict which percentage of a member AS’s traffic
is HTTP. However, as soon as we include for example information
about the member AS’s business type, we observe that as expected,
hosting providers and CDNs tend to send a larger fraction of HTTP
traffic. However, rather unexpectedly, we also see more than 10 %
of the hosting providers and CDNs with only marginal fractions of
HTTP traffic. Closer inspection shows that these member ASes are
primarily service providers that do not provide web content.

Traffic

The contributions to the IXP’s overall traffic by the individual
member ASes is highly skewed, with the top 30 % of member ASes
contributing close to 90 % of the overall IXP traffic. Examining
in more detail the traffic volume that each member AS contributes
to the IXP’s overall traffic, we first investigate what role the traffic
exchange ratio plays in establishing P-P links. To this end, we
consider the traffic asymmetry across all peerings between any two
member ASes and show in Figure 5(a) the empirical cumulative
probability distribution of this asymmetry. For improved readability
we only show the part of the curve for ratios up to 100:1 (75 % of all
peerings). The figure reveals a high variability in terms of exchanged
traffic between the two member ASes of a peering. Indeed, only
27 % of the links have a traffic ratio of up to 3:1 (see support lines),
where a 3:1 ratio is often stated as a typical requirement in common
formal peering agreements [35]. Moreover, for 8 % of the peerings
the ratio exceeds 100:1, and for another 17 % we observe traffic in
only one direction. Figure 5(a) also depicts the empirical cumulative
probability distribution for the P-P links at this IXP involving only
tier-1 ISPs and shows that these peerings are less asymmetric, with
more than 33 % of them having a ratio below 3:1.
Figure 5(b) shows the traffic asymmetry of the member ASes
(i.e., the ratio of outgoing bytes vs. incoming bytes of a given
member AS). The traffic of 52 % of the member ASes is more or
less symmetric and within the range of 1:3 to 3:1. However, a
significant number of member ASes fall in the 3:20 to 20:3 range5 .
In agreement with expectations, HCDNs have more outgoing than

4.4

Prefixes

We next consider the prefix exchange ratio. For this purpose,
we say that a prefix is served by a member AS if the member AS
receives traffic for that prefix. Vice verse, we say that a prefix is
used by a member AS if output traffic of its access router is destined
toward that prefix. Figure 5(c) depicts a scatter-plot of the ratio of
the number of prefixes used vs. the number of prefixes served by
each member AS and provides clear evidence that the vast majority
of the member ASes of our IXP use more than 10-times the number
of prefixes they serve. Specifically, we see that hosting providers
and CDNs have a tendency to serve a smaller number of prefixes
but to use some two orders of magnitude more prefixes. Focusing
on the ISPs, we can identify two groups. The first, larger group,
serves a diverse but limited set of prefixes, from a few tens to a
few thousands. The second, smaller group, serves and uses a large
number of prefixes, some tens of thousands. Members that serve
such large numbers of prefixes are likely acting as transit networks
for other member ASes. However, we again observe exceptions to
these general observations in almost all categories.

5
To illustrate, if we had a member AS that would only deliver
content using 1,500 byte-sized packets, the ratio could be as bad
as 1:58, assuming on average one ACK of 52 bytes for every two
data packets of 1,500 bytes and no overhead for the TCP connection
establishment.

4.5

Geographical aspects

Conventional wisdom about IXPs states that ASes join regional
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Figure 6: Geographic distances of IP endpoints to IXP.

Figure 7: SVD-based 3D projection based on 12 features of the
top 50 member ASes by bytes sent.

IXPs to exchange local traffic. To examine this general belief, we
used the MaxMind GeoLite City database [31] to identify the geographic coordinates of both source and destination IP addresses
for each sampled packet. Despite known inaccuracies of this geolocation database, using it for the needs of this study is appropriate,
as we are only interested in approximate distances at the country
level [40]. Contrary to our expectations, we found that only 10 %
of the traffic is exchanged within the country in which the IXP is
situated, while another 26 % originates from that country, and another 3 % is destined for that country. However, when relaxing the
geographic constraint and considering a geographic region within
a radius of 2,000 km from our IXP, we confirm the local nature of
IXP traffic – almost 80 % and 72 % of the traffic terminates and
originates, respectively, within this relatively close proximity.
To better understand the geographic reach of our IXP, Figure 6
depicts the density of the distances of traffic originated by member
ASes in the LISP, SISP, and HCDN groups, weighted by byte volume. The distances shown in this figure are measured from the IP
source address to the IXP, i.e., they represent the geographic range
from which the IXP attracts traffic. We find that HCDNs have the
largest fractions of very short distance traffic and at the same time
the largest fraction of very long distance traffic–37 % of traffic volume with a distance larger than 5,000 km suggests the presence of
significant intercontinental traffic. This indicates either mismatches
in the IP address location [40] and/or that some of the traffic is indeed being served from remote locations. Likewise, member ASes
in the LISP group show strong presence at around 5,000 km, which
is mainly contributed by a small number of large international ISPs.
SISPs and AENs (not shown) typically send traffic from closer to
the IXP than members in the other business groups.

4.6

Tiers without tears

The above analysis highlights the diversity of the member ASes
in terms of business types, the number of peerings, as well as their
traffic characteristics. We have already seen indications that the
traditional classification of networks by tiers cannot account for this
observed diversity, mainly because it is agnostic to features of the
member ASes such as their business type, traffic, peerings, prefixes,
and geographic properties. Clearly, these and other features have the
potential of painting a much more interesting and relevant picture of
networks compared to what is possible knowing only the presence
or absence of provider and customer networks.
In the rest of this section, we explore the possibility of combining
some of these features and identify meaningful clusters. To this end,
we consider 12 features in an attempt to characterize the member
ASes’ peerings and traffic characteristics: number of bytes sent,
number of bytes received, number of peers, number of ASes and
prefixes they send traffic to and receive traffic from, percentage of
HTTP traffic that they send and receive, and 25-percentile of the
distances from the traffic source to the destination, as well as from
the IXP location to the destination for outbound traffic, and from
the traffic source to the IXP location for inbound traffic.
We consider the Singular Value Decomposition [27] (SVD) of
the 396 × 12 matrix and look at its projection into the 3D space
defined by the three eigenvectors corresponding to the three largest
singular values. Intuitively, the SVD produces a set of combined
features (i.e., linear combinations of the original variables) so that
the variability of the values of the first few combined features is
maximized. Figure 7 shows the resulting 3D figure as a scatter-plot.
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To keep the number of points reasonable, we sub-selected the top 50
member ASes according to sent bytes. Similar plots result if we subselect according to number of bytes received or if we increase the
number of member ASes to the top-100. In generating Figure 7, we
repeatedly clustered the selected member ASes using the k-means
clustering algorithm with random starting points into four clusters.
Increasing or decreasing the number of clusters considered (i.e.,
value k) had no major impact on the nature of the results.
The output of this combined SVD/clustering method typically
consists of one small cluster (~5 member ASes), two medium clusters (~10 member ASes) and one large cluster (~20 member ASes).
When examining the clusters in more detail, we find that (i) the small
cluster contains only large content and service providers, (ii) one
of the medium cluster contains mainly small to medium ISPs that
provide access to residential and enterprise customers and are all
located in a country different from the IXP, (iii) the second medium
cluster has mainly large ISPs and backbone networks that provide
transit, and (iv) the big cluster has mainly data centers, big hosting providers, CDNs and some ISPs that provide web and server
hosting. To highlight one such example clustering, we use in Figure 7 different symbols and colors and connect the clusters with a
spider and mark their centers by support lines. We view Figure 7
as evidence that it is possible to classify an IXP’s member ASes in
ways that are practical and meaningful and respect the real-world
diversity among networks that are critical elements of an IXP’s
ecosystem. Importantly, annotating the individual points in Figure 7
with tier-information shows why conventional tier classification
is uninformative and of little help when trying to understand the
Internet ecosystem locally (i.e., at this IXP) or globally.

5.

with the daily business cycle in the country where this IXP is located.
Such diurnal behavior has long been a trademark of the temporal
nature of measured intra-domain ISP traffic matrices.
To explain this diurnal behavior for our IXP, note that (i) the tier-2
member ASes are responsible for a majority of the overall traffic (see
Figure 1(b)) (ii) the top-10 of these tier-2 member ASes generate
much of the IXP’s traffic (more than 33 %), and (iii) despite the
tier-2 member ASes being a very heterogeneous group of networks,
a majority of them cover the city, region, or country where our IXP
is situated. Therefore, when plotting the incoming traffic volume for
the top-10 receivers among the tier-2 member ASes in Figure 8(a),
we see that the temporal behavior of their traffic is well-correlated
with the overall traffic and well-aligned with the daily business cycle
of the area where our IXP is located. An exception to this rule is the
traffic of the two member ASes shown with solid lines in Figure 8(a)
that are shifted by some 1–5 hours as a result of representing the
traffic of ISPs serving geographic areas in different time zones, one
in Europe and one outside of Europe. The traffic of the member
AS plotted with dashed lines in Figure 8(a) visually reaches the
bandwidth limits of its IXP network interfaces. We were able to
confirm this observation by closer inspecting the sFlow records,
which revealed that this particular member AS connects with five
physical 10 Gbps links to the switching fabric of the IXP, thus it is
indeed reaching its 50 Gbps capacity limit.
Knowing such temporal properties of an IXP’s traffic matrix takes
on a new meaning in an environment where innovation in the IXP
marketplace in the form of new types of service offerings or refined
routing policies is likely to increase the volatility and decrease
the predictability of the traffic seen by the IXP. For example, in the
presence of IXP port re-sellers, the IXP has limited visibility into the
networks that use the re-seller as an intermediary and only indirect
control over the traffic that these networks send or receive at the IXP.
Similarly, members that can select prefix-specific peering to send
certain traffic at certain times through the IXP instead of handing it
off to their upstream provider(s) are likely to be a significant source
for increased traffic volatility at IXPs. These are instances where a
detailed understanding of the temporal dynamics of an IXP’s traffic
matrix will be critical for accurate prediction and successful root
cause analysis of observed infrastructure performance problems.

IXP TRAFFIC MATRIX

Many IXPs report up-to-date traffic statistics on their web sites,
and some of the largest European IXPs show daily traffic volumes
for their public switching infrastructure that have been consistently
in the petabyte range for some time. In Section 2, we confirm this
publicly available but little-known fact for our IXP. A breakdown
of this overall traffic by member ASes can be compactly described
by an IXP’s traffic matrix that specifies for example the hourly or
daily traffic volumes exchanged between all member ASes that have
a P-P link at this IXP. Despite the many similarities with an ISP’s
intra-AS traffic matrix, we are not aware of any published research
paper that has considered IXP-specific traffic matrices and their
properties. This is largely a reflection of the attention that large ISPs
(and big content) have received from researchers and an indication
that IXPs have been viewed as relatively uninteresting in terms of
their topology, traffic, and routing. As is the case with ISP-provided
measurements for computing or inferring an ISP’s intra-domain
traffic matrix, access to IXP-provided data for studying IXP-specific
traffic matrices is similarly critical, and we rely in the following
on our IXP-provided sFlow measurements. We report below on a
first-of-its-kind analysis of the actual traffic matrix of one of the
largest IXPs worldwide, examine in detail properties such as the
diurnal pattern, sparsity, and (approximately) low rank, and discuss
possible applications of our findings in support of managing and
operating a large IXP’s infrastructure.

5.1

5.2

Structural properties

A readily observable structural property of measured ISP-specific
traffic matrices is their sparsity. The fact that generally only a small
number of entries in these traffic matrices are populated or non-zero
is largely due to a carefully planned network and complex routing
decisions. In stark contrast, as reported in Section 3, with a “fill
degree” of more than 65 %, our IXP-specific traffic matrix cannot
be called sparse, and the main reason for this observed non-sparsity
is economics. More precisely, an IXP’s infrastructure and routing
requirements are purposefully kept simple to facilitate easy network
interconnection among member ASes, resulting in a rich peering
fabric in support of traffic exchanges at the IXP between as many
member ASes as dictated by “good” business practices.
Next, we examine how our IXP-specific traffic matrix compares
to measured ISP-specific traffic matrices with respect to their widelyreported property of having approximately low rank. Recall that
in SVD terminology, a matrix X of (algebraic) rank k has approximately or nearly low rank if only a small number k∗  k of
the largest singular values are needed to well-approximate X by
a k∗ × k∗ matrix under a certain norm of the approximation error
(see for example [52] for details). In practice, to check if a matrix has approximately low rank, we consider its singular values
σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ σ3 ≥ · · · ≥ σn , compute the energy function defined

Temporal properties

We have seen in Section 2 (see Table 1) that during our nine
months-long measurement period, the overall traffic seen by our
IXP steadily increased, mainly due to a similarly steady increase in
the number of its member ASes. In addition, Figure 1(b) shows that
the total traffic volume over time is dominated by a pronounced timeof-day characteristic, where the observed diurnal cycle coincides
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Figure 8: Traffic matrix properties.
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by f (k) = ( ki=1 σi2 )/( n
i=1 σi ), and find the smallest k that
captures, say, 95 % of the total energy.
Plotting the energy f (k) as a function of k, Figure 8(b) shows the
results of applying this method to a week-long traffic matrix (trace
from Nov/Dec, thick line) and the corresponding seven daily traffic
matrices (thin lines). In addition to confirming the approximately
low rank of these traffic matrices (i.e., out of some 380 non-zero
singular values, only the 22 largest are needed to capture 95 % of the
energy), the plot also illustrates consistency among the week-long
trace and the different daily traces. Similarly, recalling the application mix of the total traffic (see Figure 1(c)), Figure 8(c) shows the
approximately low rank nature of the week-long application-specific
traffic matrices. We observe that the low rank nature becomes more
pronounced as we consider, in order, HTTP, HTTPS, RTMP, and
NNTP, even though all these application-specific traffic matrices
have almost full rank. In fact, in the case of NNTP, a simple 2 × 2
matrix can successfully capture most of the NNTP portion of the traffic in the entire original IXP-specific traffic matrix of size 396 × 396.
Even for the case of RTMP, only a handful of singular values are
needed to well approximate the portion of the overall traffic generated by this application. Another more specialized set of traffic
matrices that also have approximately low rank can be constructed
by considering only that portion of the overall IXP traffic that is
produced by the top-50 member ASes (in terms of sent bytes) that
were used as input to the clustering study described in Section 4
(see Figure 7) and ended up in one and the same cluster. A reason
to examine such specialized traffic matrices is to look for any connection between the different business types that roughly specify
these clusters and the low rank nature of the corresponding traffic
matrices, and preliminary results (not shown here) suggest that the
answer is affirmative.
While there are many other types of IXP-specific traffic matrices
that can be considered, having approximately low rank is a common
property among them and hints at the presence of enormous amounts
of structure that is hidden in real-world IXP-specific traffic matrices
and begs the question how this structure could possibly be exploited
for practical purposes. One promising such application concerns
efficient data acquisition. Specifically, as an IXP’s infrastructure
grows in terms of member ASes, peerings, and traffic, existing
monitoring infrastructures that rely on increasingly lower sampling
rate to keep up with the encountered growth in traffic may no longer
be viable, especially in view of more stringent performance criteria
that are promised by the IXP and typically require higher-resolution
IXP measurements. The approximately low rank nature of IXP
traffic matrices suggests a viable alternative whereby fewer but more
intelligently collected (and hence more expensive) measurements
can provide as much information as the current brute-force method

of throwing more hardware at the problem to support the collection
of maximal amounts of highly redundant data.

6.

DISCUSSION

It is generally known and understood that BGP-based efforts
for discovering P-P links in the AS-level Internet have somewhat
limited success and provide at best a lower bound for the number
of such links in the Internet [16]. However, that the number of
P-P links at a single IXP exceeds even very recently reported such
lower bounds [3, 11, 16] has come as a big surprise. This and
the realization that even when laboriously combining the most upto-date publicly available BGP data with hard-to-get non-public
control-plane measurements and the latest available state-of-the-art
data-plane measurements, our pooled data can only account for
some 30 % of all known P-P links at our IXP begs the question how
we can miss so many actual P-P links and why. Clearly, obscuring
the existence of a “live” P-P link can occur with control-plane data
(e.g., the route server from which BGP data is pulled not being close
enough to the IXP) and with data-plane measurements (e.g., due to
routing policies that prevent direct traffic exchange via an existing
P-P link at the IXP and force traffic between two member ASes to
take the upstream path). We plan to study the role of routing policies
in hiding existing P-P links at IXPs as part of our future work and
expect that an in-depth understanding of the root causes will suggest
novel measurement experiments that have the potential of providing
an accurate and near-complete peering matrix for each IXP and, in
turn, an approximately valid snapshot of the AS-level Internet.
Irrespective of the reasons for the enormous number of encountered P-P links at our IXP, we have seen that the observed rich
peering fabric by and large defies the well-known tiered structure
of the Internet. As such, it is much more a reflection of the varied
economic incentives and business benefits that drive the different
member ASes to massively peer at this IXP and an indication of
the ease with which such P-P links can be established. The resulting rich peering fabric supports massive direct interconnections or
“shortcuts” as viable alternatives to sending traffic upstream and by
and large agrees with recently reported findings of a “flattening” of
the Internet. In fact, while some of our results are largely complementary to those of reported in [28], they do provide a different
perspective. Relying exclusively on IXP data (as compared to the
use of non-IXP-only data), we use an analysis of the IXP members’
business types and a port-based application classification of their
traffic to observe a similar consolidation of content and applications.
However, our explanation for this consolidation centers more around
the discovered massive peerings among all kinds of networks at this
IXP and relies less on the presence and formation of “hyper-giants”.
While this “flattening” of the Internet can fully co-exist with
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the Internet’s traditionally assumed hierarchical structure, our IXPspecific findings and the following cautious extrapolations to the
Internet as a whole suggest an even more radical change in perspective of the AS-level Internet. Indeed, considering only the European
IXP scene (see [18] for details) and being conservative in using our
large IXP as a baseline (i.e., assuming only a 50 % peering rate at
IXPs), counting up the P-P links we expect to encounter at the four
largest IXPs (with, say, 400 unique members each) and at the 10
next-largest IXPs (with, say, 100 unique members each), we obtain
a realistic lower bound for the estimated number of P-P links for just
the European portion of the Internet of some 200,000. This number
is more than 100 % larger than the number of all AS links (i.e.,
customer-provider and peer-peer) in the entire Internet in 2010 as reported in [16] or the number of all AS links of the customer-provider
type Internet-wide in 2008 as reported in [11]6 .
Despite being extremely conservative, this estimate by itself
should give reasons to pause. First, it indicates that there are easily
an order of magnitude more P-P links in today’s Internet than previously assumed. Second, contrary to conventional wisdom, there
are many more P-P links in today’s Internet than customer-provider
type peerings, with twice as many being a conservative estimate.
Third, judging from what we have seen at our IXP, most of these
massive amounts of P-P links are of critical importance as they carry
significant traffic. Given that past studies of the Internet peering
ecosystem assumed exactly the opposite of what our findings support, there is a need for a major overhaul of the mental picture that
our community has about the AS-level Internet, not only in terms of
local and overall structure, but also with respect to its evolution in
response to often rapidly changing business conditions locally at an
IXP or within the larger Internet. In particular, we argue that assessing the “standing” of a network within the Internet’s ecosystem has
to account for network-specific features (e.g., business type) and
some notion of traffic that this network is responsible for, either as a
source, sink, or transit entity. This renewed focus on traffic requires
novel approaches for the measurement, modeling, analysis, and inference of the Internet’s inter-AS traffic matrix. Despite some initial
efforts dealing with this matrix and a large body of existing work
on intra-AS traffic matrices, the Internet inter-AS traffic matrix has
remained a big enigma, but the availability of IXP-specific traffic
matrices promises to invigorate research activities in this area.

7.

with improvements on the measurement side, there has also been
an increasing awareness of the important role that IXPs play in
the Internet ecosystem, e.g., see [6, 7, 48, 49]. Ironically, among
network operators, this realization has been there pretty much from
the beginning of the commercial Internet [25, 33, 34], and there are
signs that the research community is starting to give the Internet’s
IXP substrate the attention it deserves.
As far as traffic matrix research is concerned, despite some recent
efforts [4, 9, 28, 44], little (if anything) is known about the Internet’s
inter-domain or inter-AS traffic matrix. The pieces of this puzzle
that have received most attention by researchers have been the tier-1
ISPs and their intra-domain traffic matrices (e.g., see [1, 10, 53] and
references therein). In fact, the latter have been a key ingredient
for many ISP-critical tasks such as traffic engineering, capacity
planning, and anomaly detection [20,29,43]. In stark contrast, when
it comes to IXP-specific traffic matrices, only very recent work [6]
has considered peering and traffic trends through a longitudinal study
of a small European IXP across a period of 14 years. However, no
study has gone into the same level of details as for intra-domain ISP
traffic matrices. As is the case with ISP-provided measurements for
computing or inferring an ISP’s intra-domain traffic matrix, access
to IXP-provided data for studying IXP-specific traffic matrices is
similarly critical and requires close collaborations with IXPs. For
the work reported in this paper, we have been fortunate to be able to
work closely with one of the largest IXPs worldwide.

8.

CONCLUSION

Examining readily available public information about a number of
large European IXPs shows that they are very similar, not only with
respect to the make-up of their constituents (i.e., member ASes) and
overall traffic volumes, but also in terms of offered services, underlying technologies, business models, and overall purpose. As such,
access to detailed internal measurements from even just one such
IXP can highlight the important role that these largely ignored entities play for the Internet as a whole and for the particular geographic
regions where they are located.
To this end, we analyze in this paper a unique data set of nine
months’ worth of continuous sFlow measurements from one of the
largest IXPs in Europe, and worldwide, and clarify in the process
some common misconceptions that exist regarding IXPs and the
AS-level Internet. These include, among others, that tier-1 ISPs
do not peer at IXPs (they do), IXPs are not used for transit (they
are), the number of peer-peer links in the Internet is small (it is at
least an order of magnitude larger than what has been assumed), the
number of customer-provider links in the Internet is much larger
than the number of peer-peer links (there are easily twice as many
peer-peer links than customer-provider links), and IXP peerings are
mostly used for back-up (they are not). In particular, we examine in
detail the peering fabric and traffic matrix of our IXP and show the
existence of a very diverse ecosystem in terms of the member ASes’
business types, peering strategies, traffic exchanges, and geographic
coverage that mimics the Internet’s AS ecosystem as a whole. We
argue that these findings are a proof that the mental picture our
community has about IXPs and the AS-level Internet is in much
need for a major overhaul.

RELATED WORK

Over the past years, the AS-level Internet has been a much-studied
graph structure and continues to fascinate networking and nonnetworking researchers alike, though typically for different reasons.
Instead of attempting to provide a necessarily incomplete overview
of the existing literature on this topic, we refer the reader to a number
of recent studies that serve as useful surveys [14, 16, 22, 44]. A
majority of published research in this area has focused on measuring,
inferring, modeling, and characterizing the AS-level Internet, often
for the purpose of applying inferred AS graphs or carefully-tuned
models to specific problems; e.g., [15, 17, 21, 32, 46].
Given that as logical constructs, AS topologies have no explicit
space for physical infrastructure components, IXPs have long been
neglected and generally viewed as an unimportant “detail”. This
view has slowly started to change with the gradual realization
of the existence of “hidden” links in the Internet AS topology
[8, 12, 23, 24, 37, 51]. [3] is the first traceroute-based study that
purposefully targeted the existing IXPs worldwide. In conjunction
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